DIRECTIONS
Teacher’s Palette (TP) glazes may be blended with each other or any Teacher’s Choice (TC) glaze, and are a great solution for cost effective and brilliant color cone 05 glazing. Shake and stir well before using.

Apply 3 coats for full coverage or fewer coats for a more transparent look on mature cone 04 bisque. Glazes may be layered by brushing or slip trailing without bleeding of colors.

Cover the entire surface with any combination of TP or TC glazes and fire to cone 05. If TP and TC glazes are used for only partial coverage of the bisque, dip partially decorated bisque into AMACO® DC-10 Clear Dipping Glaze and fire in one step to cone 05 for a brilliant surface.

Request Material Safety Data Sheet when using in manufacturing. Dinnerware producers must test all finished ware to establish dinnerware status, due to possible variations in firing and contamination.